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Welcome to Anthippi Guesthouse

Enjoy unique holidays on Paros island
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Anthippi Guesthouse 
Hotel in Parikia - Paros







Once upon a time there was a house…
 A farmhouse that belonged to the grandparents, favorite refuge of the children where they would discover hidden treasures of the countryside and enjoy the freedom of living in the pure nature.
 The light summer breeze cooled the yards, the icy northern winter wind flamed up the fire in the fireplace. August smelled of dried hay and sea saltiness, May smelled of origan and thyme. Sea shells, pebbles and starfishes were among the favorite spoils, taken from the numerous plunges into the sea and piled up in the yards.
 The years went by, the grandparents passed away, the children grew up and the house was deserted... But the dreams and the childhood memories don't fade away easily. They come alive and recapture the magic of lost innocence.
 So, the old farmhouse became a Guesthouse. Just as if a fairy touched it with her magic wand.
 Somewhere far away the grandparents are smiling happily. 
They always enjoyed having the house full of guests...!
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DOUBLE STUDIO 1

     

Traditional room with ocher painting, double bed, bathroom with shower, small refrigerator, A/C, TV and  private veranda.


view more
   
Contact
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SMALL APARTMENT 2

     

Two room apartment for 2-4 persons.
 In the first room there is a double and a single bed, kitchen and ceiling fan. Ιn this room there is the old traditional oven and the fireplace, since this used to be the main room of the grandparents' family. In the second room there is a double bed, shower bathroom, A/C and TV.
 The prevailing colors here are salmon and white. Also there is an outdoor table in the apartment's veranda.



view more
   
Contact
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TRIPLE STUDIO 3

     

This studio has two rooms that are separated from each other by the closet. In the first room there is a single sofa-bed,  a small refrigerator, A/C and an old traditional fireplace of the grandparents' family. In the second room we find the double bed, the shower bathroom and the TV.
 The prevailing colors are green and white.



view more
   
Contact
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SMALL APARTMENT 4

     

Two rooms apartment for 4 persons.
 In the first room we find a double bed, A/C and TV. In the second room there is also a double bed, ceiling fan and the shower bathroom.
 The prevailing colors are salmon and white. In the private veranda of the apartment we can find a stone table.



view more
   
Contact
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DOUBLE STUDIO 5

     

This is a rather small room but with a dreamy purple atmosphere for 2 persons in love!!!
 Double bed, small refrigerator, A/C, TV, shower bathroom and private small veranda.



view more
   
Contact
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DOUBLE STUDIO 6

     

A cosy small room with angels looking over you while you are relaxing, enjoying your holidays in this beautiful island. Colors, light ocher.
 On the floor a "carpet" made of old, handmade tiles. Double bed, A/C, TV, WC with shower, small refrigerator. A big terrace shared with the next door studio, overlooking the town of Parikia.



view more
   
Contact
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TRIPLE STUDIO 7

     

One studio for a 3-4 membered family or just for 3-4 friends.
 One sofa convertable into 2 single beds and one double bed. Salmon painted walls. A/C, TV, shower WC. A big terrace shared with the next door apartment with a beautiful view to Parikia.



view more
   
Contact
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SMALL APARTMENT 8

     

A two rooms apartment close to the cafeteria and the swimming pool.
 In the first room, on the right, there is the kitchen and the bathroom, on the left there is a double bed separated from the rest of the room by a small wall, decorated with ancient marbles. That bed is by a window with an amazing sea view. In the second room you will find another double bed and a traditional, old closet. Two salmon painted walls, A/C, TV, WC with shower and a stone table outside on the private terrace.



view more
   
Contact
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TRIPLE STUDIO 9

     

One charming studio for 2-3 guests: A family with one child or 3 friends.
 One double bed and a bench that can be turned into a single bed. The prevailing color is salmon. A/C, TV, WC with shower and a veranda with a stone dining table.



view more
   
Contact
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DOUBLE STUDIO 10

     

A cozy, small, colorful room made of seawoods, colors and lots of love! On the floor a “carpet” of beautiful different colored tiles. Double bed, A/C, TV, WC with shower, small refrigerator (mini bar). Recommended for very loved couples or lonely travelers….


view more
   
Contact
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DOUBLE STUDIO PLUS 11

     

A cosy room next to the pool. The room can accommodate 1-2 persons. Enjoying your holidays in this beautiful island. The room has one double bed and one sofa, A/C, TV, WC with shower and a small refrigerator.


view more
   
Contact
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LARGE STUDIO 12

     

Large colorful studio about 90m2 with sea view, that can accommodate 1-3 people. Bathroom with shower, TV, AC, fridge. One double and one single bed.


view more
   
Contact




















Testimonials
  
Lovely people - Amazing experiences
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"A living artwork"


It is like staying in a living artwork.








"What a beautiful place to stay."


Perfect location within walking distance of town and beaches. Anthippi is absolutely lovely – friendly, helpful and she has created the most special, unique place. Definitely stay here – we did for 2 weeks, with 3 children and loved it. Thank you!








"The decoration is unique."


The rooms are small but very cosy. The decoration is unique. There is a small view of Paroikia also.The owner Anthippi is very talented. She was very helpful and polite. The prices are very reasonable.








"Exceptional Greek hospitality in a truly incredible environment!!!"


Anthippi hotel is a gorgeous guesthouse in Parikia, Paros with exceptional beauty! Every little detail in that place is a work of art by the talented and sweet Anthippi, the owner. We stayed for a week in September 2019 and couldn't get enough of the view, the magnificent colours and smells from the garden, and Anthippi's amazing vibe and hospitality. If you are visiting Paros, this place is highly recommended for a quality and quiet stay in Parikia! Conveniently near to many restaurants (our personal favourite is Apollon Garden in Parikia), cafes and many beautiful beaches!! Enjoy!!








"Exceptional place"


I loved this guesthouse. Great architectural inovations in mixing old and new. Blending the past with the present in the most unique way. The owner is very friendly kind and she makes amazing burgers. It is a clean and luxury accomodation that differs from the typical cycladic hotels.








"The decoration is unique."


The rooms are small but very cosy. The decoration is unique. There is a small view of Paroikia also.The owner Anthippi is very talented. She was very helpful and polite. The prices are very reasonable.
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